Art Conservation and preserving portraiture
The rare, leather-bound book had suffered many indignities long before it became a treatment project this
year for Winterthur/University of Delaware Program in Art Conservation (WUDPAC) Fellow Victoria
Wong. The early 19th-century volume, accessioned by the Winterthur Library in 2012, was covered
with dust and grime due to long exposure to
a poorly ventilated heating system and was
losing its fragile cover because the leather was
deteriorating and pulling away from the boards.
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It also had lost a number of its colorful and valuable
illustrated plates, likely during the time someone cut
off and resewed the binding and then re-attached the
covers with rubber cement. Each of the pages with the
remaining illustrations had also been punched out with
the name of the book’s previous owner, the Wilmington Institute Free Library, to ensure that that they, too, would
not be taken. Indeed, although it was titled: Picturesque representations of the dress and manners of the Turks:
illustrated in sixty colored engravings, with descriptions, there was little about the book that remained picturesque.
More critically, its condition meant it could not be used by researchers visiting the library.
Victoria, a library and archives major with an emphasis on books, planned to restore the volume to a
useable condition, but not necessarily to its former condition or appearance when new. So, for example, after
determining that it was almost impossible to know how the book was originally bound because of the damage
it had sustained when the binding was cut and resewn, she elected to make a more practical type of repair. She
first removed the rubber cement and separated the pages. Next, she
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this was not the way the book was put together in the
19th century, it will keep it intact so that researchers
will be able to handle, study, and learn from this book.
Victoria’s treatment will also include cleaning
the leaves using dry methods, such as lightly rolling
with pieces of eraser to remove as much grime and
dirt as possible. Once her treatment is complete,
the book will be returned to the Winterthur Library in
a rigid, corrugated box that will provide adequate support
while shelved and help prevent additional deterioration
from external elements.

